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•‘It wasn’t staged, it was payback’
•Therapy, anger issues & making amends
•Jada’s ultimatum to save 25-year marriage
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SHOP
Her
STYLE
Kendra Scott
Didi statement
earrings, $55,
kendrascott.com

First L

STEWART COOK/PICTUREGROUP FOR HULU/SHUTTERSTOCK

Lattelier maxi
faux leather
coat, $189,
lattelierstore
.com

By Hedra Kuday

Banana Republic silky oversized shirt,
$45, bananarepublicfactory.com
Madewell
the perfect
vintage wideleg crop jean
in Edmunds
Wash, $128,
madewell.com

HILARY
DUFF
Blue jean baby! The How
I Met Your Father star —
here at an event for the
new Hulu show on March
10 — made sure her denim
looked anything but basic by
teaming the wide-leg crops
with a $480 Christopher
Esber top, $500 Stand
Studio faux leather trench,
$945 Rodo clutch and $219
wow-worthy Misho earrings.
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In a pale blue,
three-piece satin
suit with pink lace
gloves on Feb. 27.
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In an allover horsebitstriped motif suit,
open shirt and
white boots March 12.

In a double-breasted
suit, beige twill
vest and velvet bow
tie on March 13.

In red slacks paired
with a black sheer
shirt and purple
blazer on Dec. 14.

In a marigold
velvet suit, sequin
turtleneck sweater and
furry cape on Nov. 16.

FROM LEFT: DAVID FISHER/SHUTTERSTOCK FOR SAG AWARDS; JACK PLUNKETT/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; PAPIXS/INSTARIMAGES.COM; IMAGE PRESS AGENCY/
NURPHOTO/SHUTTERSTOCK; EVAN AGOSTINI/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; WILLY SANJUAN/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; RICHARD SHOTWELL/INVISION/AP/
SHUTTERSTOCK; JOEL C RYAN/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; SIMONE COMI/IPA-AGENCY.NET/SHUTTERSTOCK; CARLOS TISCHLER/EYEPIX GROUP/SHUTTERSTOCK

Glam Guy
House of Gucci star Jared Leto rocks fearless fashion
in head-to-toe looks from the iconic Italian brand!

In a pink satin suit,
white patent boots
and sheer bejeweled
gloves Nov. 18.

By Hedra Kuday

In an all-white suited
look, featuring
pink ostrich-feather
sleeves, Nov. 6.

In a velvet suit
with a High Jewelry
Hortus Deliciarum
necklace Nov. 9.

In a black-and-white
checkered suit from
the Love Parade
collection Feb. 25.

In a Fall 2022
collection faux fur
topper and $565
sunglasses on March 10.
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Who Wore It BEST
Us asked our Instagram followers to be the judge

Follow
@usweekly’s
Instagram stories
to vote in next
week’s poll!

KRISTINE
FROSETH

14%

AMBER
VALLETTA

INDYA
MOORE

8%

92%
PENÉLOPE
CRUZ

86%
OFF-WHITE
4
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By Crista Lacqua

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: SHUTTERSTOCK; IMAGE PRESS AGENCY/NURPHOTO/SHUTTERSTOCK; DAVID FISHER/SHUTTERSTOCK; MEGA
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WHAT THE
STARS SAID
THIS WEEK

“We just really
didn’t feel like
it was him.”
On changing her and
Travis Scott’s son’s
name after announcing
it was Wolf

“Harr y’s
not selfconscious.”

KYLIE JENNER

PRINCE WILLIAM

“Icon: I can
overcome
negativity.”
On what the word
means to her while
accepting the Icon
Award at the iHeartRadio Music Awards
JENNIFER LOPEZ

“I still don’t really fully
understand what the
fascination is with my face
or facial expressions that
happen in these memes.”
On his famous features going viral
NICOLAS CAGE
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“It’s called Speed 2.
I’ve been very vocal
about it. Makes
no sense. Slow
boat. Slowly going
towards an island.”
On her most
embarrassing film
SANDRA BULLOCK

CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: JACK PLUNKETT/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; EVAN AGOSTINI/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; CHELSEA LAUREN/
SHUTTERSTOCK; ANDREW MATTHEWS/PA IMAGES/INSTARIMAGES.COM; JEFFREY MAYER/JTMPHOTOS/MEDIA PUNCH/INSTARIMAGES.COM

After being told his brother
didn’t need to be encouraged
to break out his dance moves
during a trip to Belize

Get Glowing!

Moisturize and Hydrate With
These Beauty Brands
Feel good all with natural wellness and beauty products that keep you
healthy, hydrated and happy.

Gryph & IvyRose
Seal The Deal
Moisturizing Multi-Tasker

Ladybird Provisions DairyFree Collagen Creamer
Eirtree Anti-Cellulite
Skin Spray

Drinkable Beauty Bomb

Firm, Tighten & Tone

Pure Brazilian’s
Travel Essentials
Frizz Free & Fabulous

Dr. Natural Pure
Castile Liquid Soap
High Quality Clean

iwi Beauty
Biotin Boost

Dr. Botanicals Superfood
Repair & Glow
All-Natural Beauty Trio

FOR MORE INFO GO TO LIFETOGO.COM
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So in love! A
source says Amal
and George
Clooney are in
their happiest
place ever.

On the Cover
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GLITZ & GLAM!
The stars came ready to
shine at this year’s Academy Awards. Us takes you
through the best looks
and moments, from the
red carpet to the parties!

NEXT STEP
A source says Pete Davidson would marry Kim
Kardashian tomorrow —
but she needs to wait until
her divorce drama is over.

30

IS WILL SMITH OK?
Us digs into what really
caused Will Smith to snap
at the Oscars and where
his marriage to Jada Pinkett Smith stands now.

34
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What a trip! Get
all the details
from Kate
Middleton and
Prince William’s
royal tour of the
Caribbean.

29

She’s out!
Ramona Singer
is devastated
over the RHONY
cast shake-up,
shares a source.

CONTACT US
LETTERS TO US WEEKLY
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Boone, IA 50037-0207
Subscribers email Us at

usmcustserv@cdsfulfillment.com
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INSIDE

ALL NEW PODCASTS

YOUR CELEBRITY FIX
JUST GOT BETTER!
Get your weekly dose of
celebrity news and gossip from
the editors of Us Weekly with the
hottest new podcasts around!
DOWNLOAD TODAY!
Go to Usmagazine.com/Podcasts
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ARIANA DeBOSE

ZENDAYA

PENÉLOPE CRUZ

The best supporting actress winner
stunned in custom Valentino
Haute Couture and De Beers jewelry.

Dripping in Bvlgari diamonds, the
Euphoria actress nearly stole the
show in Valentino Haute Couture.

The best actress nominee looked
sophisticated in a navy Chanel halter
gown with a metallic tweed bow.
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Dressed
EMILIA JONES

MEGAN THEE STALLION

BECKY G

CodaÕs breakout star turned heads
in a gold ombré Dolce & Gabbana
dress featuring a sexy cutout.

The rapper — who performed a remix
of “We Don’t Talk About Bruno” —
showed skin in custom Gaurav Gupta.

Before hitting the stage, the songstress
dazzled in a strapless champagne Etro
gown and droplet earrings.

FROM LEFT: STEPHEN LOVEKIN/SHUTTERSTOCK; JEN LOWERY/MEGA (2); CHELSEA LAUREN/
SHUTTERSTOCK; STEPHEN LOVEKIN/SHUTTERSTOCK; CHELSEA LAUREN/SHUTTERSTOCK
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Hollywood’s
Biggest Night
The 94th Academy Awards,
held at the Dolby Theatre in
L.A. on March 27, covered
the best in film — but it was
also must-watch television!
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: MYUNG CHUN/LOS ANGELES TIMES/SHUTTERSTOCK; ROB LATOUR/SHUTTERSTOCK; JORDAN STRAUSS/AP/
SHUTTERSTOCK; CHELSEA LAUREN/SHUTTERSTOCK; CHRIS PIZZELLO/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; GEORGE PIMENTEL/SHUTTERSTOCK

A touching moment:
“I got you,” Lady
Gaga whispered to
the legendary Liza
Minnelli as they
announced the winner
of best picture.

Girl power! During
the opening
monologue, Amy
Schumer joked
she was hosting
with Wanda
Sykes and Regina
Hall “because
it’s cheaper than
hiring one man.”

Mila Kunis, who
introduced performer
Reba McEntire,
stunned in Zuhair
Murad Couture
alongside husband
Ashton Kutcher.

writing
Billie Eilish gushed(which
e”
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“No Tim
song)
won best original was a
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r
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“peak life” momen

VIP treatment: Nicole
Kidman (with hubby Keith
Urban) revealed the color
of her Armani Privé dress
was created just for her!
By Leanne Aciz Stanton / With reporting by Johnni Macki

The stars of 2007’s
Juno — Jennifer
Garner, Elliot Page
and J.K. Simmons
— came together to
present the award
for best screenplay.
USM AG A ZIN E.COM
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After winning
best actress for
her role in The
Eyes of Tammy
Faye, Jessica
Chastain later
admitted she
had “no idea”
where she’d put
the statue.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: A.M.P.A.S./SHUTTERSTOCK; CHRIS PIZZELLO/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; GEORGE PIMENTEL/SHUTTERSTOCK; CHRIS PIZZELLO/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK

Sister selfie! Venus
Williams (in custom
Elie Saab) took a quick
photo with a Gucci-clad
Serena backstage.

Oscars
2022

Coda’s Troy
Kotsur made
history after
becoming the
first deaf man
to win an Oscar
for acting.

Uma Thurman
and John Travolta
reprised their
infamous Pulp
Fiction dance while
reuniting with
costar Samuel L.
Jackson before the
trio announced the
award for best actor.
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AND THE AWARD FOR THE MOST POPPED BUBBLY
GOES TO

CELEBRATE LA VIDA!
Please Drink Responsibly | Freixenetusa | Freixenetusa.com
©2022 Freixenet - Imported by Freixenet Mionetto USA, White Plains, NY

HOT
PICS!

Atlanta’s Donald
Glover, Brian Tyree
Henry, LaKeith
Stanfield and Zazie
Beetz linked up at the
FX series’ season 3
premiere at Hollywood
Forever Cemetery.

L.A., MARCH 24

Well
Suited!

Naomi Watts
looked angelic
en route to her
appearance on
Today, where she
promoted her new
film, Infinite Storm.

NYC, MARCH 24
16
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Getting handsy!
An incognito
Renée Zellweger
and boyfriend Ant
Anstead showed
some PDA
during a stroll.

Savvy shopper!
Shawn Johnson
East was spotted
picking up some
CeraVe Baby
Moisturizing Cream
at Walmart.

NASHVILLE,
MARCH 15

LAGUNA BEACH,
CALIF., MARCH 5

o
Dressed T
Impress!

Kate Beckinsale
made a fashion
statement in
a spectacular
Georges Chakra
number at
the Future of
Hollywood party.

L.A., MARCH 24
By Leanne Aciz Stanton
B
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: GHOST/SHUTTERSTOCK; CHRIS PIZZELLO/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; COLEMAN-RAYNER;
JORDAN STRAUSS/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; MICHAEL SIMON/STARTRAKSPHOTO.COM; GHOST/SHUTTERSTOCK

Crew Love!

HOT
PICS!
Gigi Hadid
strutted her
stuff on the
streets of Soho
while filming
a Maybelline
commercial.

Taking
age!
Center St

NYC,
MARCH 22
The name on
everybody’s
lips! Pamela
Anderson flashed
a megawatt
smile at an event
to promote her
Broadway debut
as Roxie Hart
in Chicago.

NYC, MARCH 23
Jacob Elordi
soaked up the
sunshine — an
some puppy lo d
ve
during a day at —
th
park with mod e
el
Bianca Finch.

L. A., MARCH 20
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Getting
Carried Away!

Jesse Eisenberg
Claire Danes and ll while filming
had their hands fu coming FX
a scene for the up in Trouble.
Is
series Fleishman

CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: JESAL/DIGGZY/SHUTTERSTOCK; PHOTO IMAGE PRESS/SHUTTERSTOCK; MEDIAPUNCH/SHUTTERSTOCK; JOSE PEREZ/BAUERGRIFFIN.COM/MEGA; JOSE PEREZ/INSTARIMAGES.COM; MEGA; STEWART COOK/SHUTTERSTOCK

NYC, MARCH 21

Brotherly
Love!

By Leanne Aciz Stanton

Seeing double:
Dylan Sprouse
supported twin
Cole at the
premiere of his new
film, Moonshot.

Ryan Gosling
— who’ll
portray Ken in
Greta Gerwig’s
upcoming Barbie
film — stepped
out with a
new platinum
blond ’do.

L.A., MARCH 23

LONDON, MARCH 22
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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THEY GO
FOOD
SHOPPING!

BEVERLY HILLS,
MARCH 19

s
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S
THEY’RE JUST LIKE

US!

THEY
TOUCH UP
THEIR
MAKEUP!
Baby clothes on
the brain: A chic
Rihanna checked
out pieces likely
intended for her
future child’s
stylish wardrobe.

L.A., MARCH 15
20
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BRENTWOOD, CA
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LIF.,

By Leanne Aciz Stanton

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: SHUTTERSTOCK; DIGZ/PHT/SHUTTERSTOCK; LONDON ENTERTAINMENT/SHUTTERSTOCK

THEY T
BROWSETA!
TARGE

Even heiresses run
errands! Paris
Hilton showed off
her domesticated
side while grabbing
groceries with husband
Carter Reum.

E
F
I
L
Y
M
Y
A DA I N

ais
Garcelle Beauv al
shares her typic
day with Us

6:00 A.M.

BAGS BEGONE! The Real

Housewives of Beverly Hills
star, author and TV host
kicks off her mornings
with under-eye patches to
get rid of puffiness. “This
is how I start every day,”
she says with a laugh.

8:00 P.M.

CALL
LL IT A NIGHT
NIG
GHT The

NYPD Blue alum likes to
wind down with a little
solo time. “I love my ‘me’
time,” she says of chilling
out before bed. “And I’ll
throw in a glass of wine!”

7:00 A.M.

FEEL THE BURN “I like to

jump-start my heart
early in the day,”
says Beauvais, 55,
who prefers to work
out at home. “It gives
me the energy I need
to get through my
busy day.”

12:00 P.M.

READY TO DISH The

Real cohost was invited
to appear on TV One’s
Uncensored, a docuseries
that explores the lives of
Black celebrities. “I’m in
the studio, ready to tape!”
she says.

10:00 A.M.

GET TO WERK! Beauvais

recently published her
memoir, Love Me as I Am,
which follows her early
life in Haiti to modeling
in NYC and acting in L.A.
“I’m doing a Zoom call to
promote it,” she explains.
By Gillian Telling

MOM MODE “Time
M
f my parental
for
duties!” gushes
d
Beauvais, who shares
B
ttwins Jax and Jaid,
14, with her ex
BUY IT!
Mike Nilon.
M
Love Me as
I Am,
“My favorite
Beauvais’ de
time of day
memoir, is ou but
12 and availa t April
is when I pick
ble for
pre-order no
w.
up my boys
from school.”

USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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IMAGE PRESS AGENCY/MEGA; COURTESY OF GARCELLE BEAUVAIS (6)

2:30 P.M.

Love
ov Lives
iv
“George is
such a
hands-on
dad,” a source
tells Us.

GE OR GE

& AM AL

DevotelowdproDveduto beoa bonding

Two years of laying
who
e and Amal Clooney,
experience for Georg
Alexd
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a
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4-yearloved life in L.A. with
nannies
n. “They didn’t rely on
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much and shared all the 60, and the human rights
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By Gillian Telling/ With reporting by James Robertson
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Going Strong!

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: JOEL C RYAN/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; BROADIMAGE/SHUTTERSTOCK; SARA
A DE BOER/
STARTRAKSPHOTO.COM; PIERRE VILLARD/SIPA/REX/SHUTTERSTOCK; MUNAWAR HOSAIN/STARTRAKSPHOTO.COM
N/STARTRAKSPHOTO.COM

Olivia Wilde and Ha
rry Styles have spen
t a quiet
winter working and
living in London to
the actress, 38, an
gether. But
d the singer, 28, wi
ll soon be public-fac
ing again thanks to
their film, Don’t Wor
ry Darling, which
an insider says will
likely premiere in Ca
nnes this May.
“They’ve got an ex
citing summer plann
ed side by side,”
dishes the insider,
noting that the pair
are “very much in
love” but aren’t ru
shing into marriage
. “Harry adores
her and sees a lon
g-term future with
her. But
they’re going with
the flow for now.”

READY FOR
BABY?
Ozark star Julia Garner, 28, and
her husband, musician Mark
Foster, 38, are two years into
marriage — and kids could be
next! “They’re going to enjoy
each other a little longer,” a
source tells Us, “but a
family is definitely what
they both want.”

LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE
COUPLES AT USMAGAZINE.COM
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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“It’s hard
right now,”
Burnham tells
Us of raising
three under 3.

Twin Transition
Lauren Burnham is loving life
with 9-month-old twins Senna
and Lux — though she admits the
little ones “are not really that interested in each other yet.” However,
the Bachelor alum, who wed Arie
Luyendyk Jr. in 2019, notes their
2-year-old daughter, Alessi, is “best
friends” with her little sister. “They’re
always playing, and Senna’s always
laughing at her,” Burnham, 30,
gushes. “It’s adorable.” Here, she tells
Us more about her precious brood.

Q: What’s the latest with the twins?
24
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Senna has figured out how to use a
walker. Lux has not. They’re kind of
neck and neck. Sometimes Lux will
do something before Senna, and then
she’ll do something before him. It’s just
always a competition. They’re close.

Q: How has the adjustment to three
children been for you?
I did have some struggles with postpartum depression this time around.
I think my hormones were just out
of whack. It was hard for me to, like,
handle things that normally would
be easy to handle.

Q: Is Alessi embracing big sisterhood?
We’re trying to teach her how to share.
Some days are better than others.
Q: Do you want more kids?
I might want another one. Who
knows? But we could always adopt, or
Arie can get [his vasectomy] reversed.

By Riley Cardoza / With reporting by Diana Cooper & Christina Garibaldi

PAOLA’S FAMILY PLANS
Paola Mayfield has always
been open about the bumps in
her eight-year marriage to Russ
Mayfield. And while the Colombia
native says she still “doesn’t know
what to expect” from their future,
one thing is for certain: They are
planning on having another baby!
“That’s my biggest goal: to adopt
this year or next year,” the 90 Day
Fiancé alum, 34, tells Us. “I do want
more kids… but not directly from me.
It’s a long process [and] not that

easy, but it’s something that I’ve
been really wanting to do for a while.”
The couple, who welcomed son Axel
in January 2019, are “working things
out,” notes Paola, and feel their boy
“needs a sibling.” For now, the pro
wrestler is enjoying doting on her
son, who she says wants to be with
her “all the time.” Axel “always
wants to jump on me. He always
wants Mommy,” she gushes, adding
that the toddler speaks English and
Spanish. “He’s growing so fast.”

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: COURTESY OF BURNHAM LUYENDYK/INSTAGRAM (2); COURTESY OF MAYFIELD/INSTAGRAM (2);
COURTESY OF MESSER/INSTAGRAM; JIM SMEAL/BEI/SHUTTERSTOCK; COURTESY OF ELIZABETH JOY/INSTAGRAM

“He’s the love
of my life,”
Paola says of
son Axel.

Stam
Stamp
mp of
Approval
Leah Messer is smitten with boyfriend
MESSER
Jaylan Mobley — and
she says her daughters “love
him” too! “When they met, it
went better than expected,” the
Teen Mom 2 star, 29, tells Us of
twins Aliannah and Aleeah, 12,
and 9-year-old Adalynn. “They
knew I was happy on my own, but
they missed that companionship.
They missed that united front.”

New R
Reality
li
Figuring things out! “I don’t
think Jovie knows what’s hit her
yet,” Liz Sandoz admits of her
19-month-old after giving birth
to her second daughter, Toula,
with Vito Presta. “She loves the
baby but doesn’t love sharing the
boob since I’m tandem nursing.”
The Bachelor alum, 35, couldn’t
be happier with her family of
four. “I grew up with sisters,”
she notes, “so I’m so excited for
Jovie to have [a sibling].”
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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KIM & PETE

Putting a
Ring on It?
A source says
Davidson would love to
marry the reality star

I

t’s been a whirlwind romance between Kim Kardashian and Pete
Davidson, who were first spotted
holding hands in late October.
Now a source tells Us the comedian
is so serious about the Skims founder
that he’d marry her in a heartbeat.
“He’s trying not to re-create his
blunder of proposing too early, like
he did with Ariana [Grande], but he
absolutely wants Kim to be his wife,”
the source says, adding that the SNL
star, 28, is going the extra mile to impress his fashion-forward girlfriend,
41. “Pete has enlisted a stylist to help
him with his wardrobe,” continues
the source. “He feels he needs to
keep up with Kim because style is so
important to her.” While Kardashian
is equally smitten with Davidson —
“She’s truly crazy about [him],” notes
the source — the jury’s still out on
whether she’d accept a ring just yet.
“She wants to wait until everything
with Kanye [West] is settled,” the
source adds of Kardashian’s ex-husband, with whom she shares four
children. “So no one knows if she’d
say yes or want to wait a while.”

26
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Kardashian
and Davidson
hooked up after
she hosted
Saturday Night
Live on Oct. 9.

Before presenting
at the Oscars, Gaga
cuddled up to Elton
John and David
Furnish’s kids —
her godsons!

KEEPING UP
WITH US

THE OSCARS

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: INSTARIMAGES.COM; EVAN AGOSTINI/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; FAYES VISION/
STARTRAKSPHOTO.COM; ZUMAPRESS.COM/MEGA; JON KOPALOFF/GETTY IMAGES FOR BELVEDERE VODKA (2)
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Inside Elton’s Party!

he Academy Awards
ceremony provided
plenty of can’t-miss
moments — but the
action didn’t end there!
Throughout the evening,
stars set off to various
bashes to drink, dance and
celebrate their achievements. Elton John’s annual
AIDS Foundation Viewing
Party was one of the hottest
in town, where guests
sipped on specialty Belvedere Vodka cocktails,
enjoyed a dinner prepared by chef Wayne
Elias and Crumble
Catering and took
part in a live auction. To kick off the
event, cohost Lady
Gaga walked the
red carpet with
John and David

Furnish’s boys, Zachary,
8, and Elijah, 6. (Gaga’s
boyfriend, Michael
Polansky, was MIA.)
The songstress, who
was surrounded by a
large entourage, didn’t
stay long after giving
a speech and chatting
with Billy Porter
(right). Meanwhile,
Lea Michele (below)
attended with
husband Zandy Reich
i h,
sipping champagne
and canoodling
with him at their
table, while things
seemed tense
between Kathy
Hilton and Kyle
Richards. (A
witness says the
duo didn’t interact
while seated

O The rock world is
mourning the tragic death
of Foo Fighters drummer
Taylor Hawkins (above),
who was found unresponsive in his Colombia hotel
room before the band was
set to play a festival. The
musician, who was 50,
leaves behind a wife and
three children. “His musical spirit and infectious
laughter will live with us
forever,” the band said in a
statement.
O Michael Che is backtracking after stating he
wouldn’t cohost SNL’s
“Weekend Update” next
season during a stand-up
set. He later said on
Instagram, “To comedy
fans; please stop telling
reporters everything you
hear at a comedy show.”
O Touching tribute: A Bob
Saget memorial held at
the famed Comedy Store
in January will be streamed
on Netflix later this year.

with the RHOBH cast.)
Demi Lovato, who stayed
close to pal Lucy Hale,
was in better spirits, along
with Zooey Deschanel
and Jonathan Scott, who
“were so loved-up,” notes
the eyewitness. “They were
so focused on each other, it
was like the rest of the table
didn’t exist.”

By Gillian Telling / With reporting by Jen Heger,
Hannah Kahn, Natalie Posner & James Robertson

O Doja Cat apologized
after announcing she was
“quitting music” following
an online spat with fans. “I
do owe people,” she said.
O Jeremiah Duggar is
married! The Counting On
star wed Hannah Wissmann nearly three months
after announcing their
engagement.
Get in touch with Us: Email
EDITOR@USMAGAZINE.COM
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HAYDEN & BRIAN

Cause for
Concern

O Congrats! Twilight alum
Ashley Greene (above) is
expecting her first baby
with husband Paul Khoury,
Us has confirmed. The duo
tied the knot in 2018.
OFull House actor Dave
Coulier has opened up
about his two-year sobriety
journey, telling fans on
Instagram that he made the
decision to quit drinking in
2020. “I loved booze, but it
didn’t love me back,” he said.
O She’s free! On March 22,
Amanda Bynes officially
had her nearly nine-year
conservatorship terminated
by a judge in California.

F

ans were stunned after Hayden
Panettiere and her ex-boyfriend
Brian Hickerson were caught
getting into a physical fight
with a group outside a bar in West
Hollywood on March 24. But to many,
the biggest shock was that the Heroes
alum, 32, was with Hickerson at all,
considering they split in 2020 after
he was arrested on domestic violence
charges. At the time, Panettiere said,
“I’ll do my part to make sure this man
never hurts anyone again,” but it appears she’s quietly gotten back together
with him since. “She swears Brian
has changed since being in jail and
taking anger management classes, but
she had to hold him back during the
brawl,” a source tells Us. “Regardless
of who started it, it’s not a good look.”
According to the source, “some close to
Hayden discussed staging an intervention. Hayden says she’s fine, but she’s
said that before and not been OK. The
whole situation is concerning.”
cern

OTeresa Giudice is on the
mend after she was rushed
to the hospital for an unknown medical emergency
procedure. Her rep said the
Real Housewives of New
Jersey star “thanks everyone for their well-wishes.”
O Vanessa Bryant announced that she and Nike
struck a deal to make shoes
honoring both Kobe and
Gianna “Gigi” Bryant. One
hundred percent of the
sales of Gigi’s shoes will be
donated to the nonprofit
Mamba and Mambacita
Sports Foundation.
Got some hot gossip? Email
HOTSTUFF@USMAGAZINE.COM
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Is She Taking
on Too Much?

A source says
Clarkson is going
to hire a third
nanny for her
two kids because
she is so busy.

There’s no denying that Kelly
Clarkson is one of the hardest-working women in showbiz — but
now that the singer, TV host and Voice
coach is also hosting American Song
Contest with Snoop Dogg, some pals
worry she’s overwhelmed. “She works
just a staggering amount of hours per
week,” a source says. While Clarkson
will be paid what she deserves (the
overall NBC deal is worth a reported
$20 million a year), it all comes with
extra stress. Adds the source: “She’s
also feeling the pressure as she takes
over Ellen DeGeneres’ daytime slot....
alarm bells are going off.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ROB LATOUR/SHUTTERSTOCK; MEGA; TRAE PATTON/NBC

KEEPING UP
WITH US

“Hayden’s not the
same as she was
before meeting Brian,”
confides a source.

BUZZZZ-O-METER
THE US

What Hollywood is
buzzing about this week
SPRING PARADE
This charming
children’s book by
Camelia Kay and Allyn
Howard follows Mama
and Baby Bunny as
they welcome new
friends emerging from
the shadows of winter.
($16, amazon.com)

PRETTY MUSCLES
This fitness app
was created by
Erin Oprea, a marine
turned celeb trainer
who’s worked with
stars Carrie Underwood and Kelsea
Ballerini. (prettymusclesapp.com)
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ILIA BEAUTY STICK

Singer and de
season 1 castm Lesseps, seen with their
at
is going on withes, are “devastated the show
out them,” says
an insider.

RHONY

W

Cast Shake-up!!

hen The Real Housewives
of New York City returns
to Bravo for season 14, it
will be minus the usual
familiar faces. On March 23, executive
producer Andy Cohen announced that
there would be a total cast overhaul
— and an insider says Ramona Singer,
65, isn’t pleased with the snub. “She
thought she’d be a Housewife until the
show was canceled,” the insider dishes.
“Her entire life revolved around [it].

She’s acting fine in public, but behind
the scenes, she’s inconsolable.” While
producers want to start fresh with
a more diverse cast, there are also
plans for a few old favorites to return
for a new throwback series. Luann de
Lesseps, 56, “is in talks to star on the
new Housewives ‘Legacy’ show,” shares
the insider, with a source adding that
execs want the “old-school cast” for
that. “Their salaries will be less, but
what else are they going to do?”

The creamy cult
classic is now available in more shades
and finishes — just
swipe and blend for
skin that looks and
feels alive! ($34,
iliabeauty.com or
sephora.com)

THE HILTON VALLARTA
L
RIVIERA
Hola, Mexico — and spring break! This
oceanfront all-inclusive sits on the
beaches between Bahia de Banderas and
downtown Puerto Vallarta. (hilton.com)

MOMS MOVING ON
Divorce guru Michelle
Dempsey-Multack
just released her
first advice book,
perfect for anyone
going through a
tough split. ($22,
amazon.com)
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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“Everyone was
scrambling to figure
out if the altercation
was staged,” says
a source of Will
smacking Rock.

Insiders spill new
details about Will
Smith’s shocking
Oscars attack — and
what really pushed
him over the edge
BY JAIME HARKIN

I

Feeling uneasy?
A source says Will
wasn’t “as playful
and goofy as he
usually is” on the
red carpet.

Wiith reportiing by Traviis Cronin &
James Robertson

The incident made headlines and
divided Hollywood. Some wondered
if it was all part of the show. “It absolutely wasn’t staged, everyone could
tell,” the insider tells Us, adding that
from Will’s perspective, “this was
payback.” Rock has a history of roasting Jada — prior to poking fun at her
hair loss (the star, 50, has been open
about her struggles with alopecia),
he criticized the Red Table Talk host
for boycotting the awards ceremony
back in 2016, saying, “Ain’t she on a
TV show? Jada boycotting the Oscars is like me boycotting Rihanna’s
panties. I wasn’t invited!”
More than anything, the altercation left many wondering what led to
Will’s
W
i extreme behavior. During his
acceptance speech — the 53-year-old
accepta
star late
later won best actor for King
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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t was the slap heard around
the world. Seconds after
comedian Chris Rock made
an off-color joke about Jada
Pinkett Smith’s bald head
(“G.I. Jane 2, can’t wait to see
it,” he quipped) while presenting at the Academy Awards on
March 27, the actress’ longtime
husband, Will Smith, walked
on stage and smacked Rock
across the face. Will returned
to his seat and yelled, “Keep my
wife’s name out of your f**king
mouth,” while a visibly stunned
Rock attempted to keep the
show moving. According to an
insider, “The atmosphere in the
room changed immediately.”
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Niickii Minajj
On March 28,
Will apologized
for his behavior
in a lengthy
Instagram
post.

Richard — he tearfully apologized
to the Academy and his fellow nominees before saying, “Love will make
you do crazy things.” Says a second
insider: “Will just snapped. Before he
knew it, he was up there giving Chris
what he thought was a well-earned
slap. He’s not proud of it, but he feels
Chris had it coming.” (The day after
the ceremony aired, the Academy
said they “condemned” Will’s actions
and had “officially started a formal
review around the incident,” which
could result in his expulsion.)

ON EDGE
According to the second insider,
Will has been feeling like the butt
of the joke since Jada’s affair with
R&B singer August Alsina came to

light in 2020. At the time, Alsina,
29, claimed Will had given him “his
blessing” to pursue Jada, amplifying
persistent rumors that the couple
(who wed in 1997 and share Jaden,
23, and Willow, 21) have an open
marriage. Will later appeared on
Jada’s talk show, during which she
admitted to her “entanglement”
with Alsina and revealed she
and Will had been temporarily
separated around the time of the
hookup. “It’s fairly common knowledge that certain folks — Chris
included — have been snickering
behind Will’s back about that
whole saga,” says the insider. “Chris
touched a nerve.”
The insider notes Will and Jada
had turned to therapy to cope

Jada and Will
discussed her
“entanglement”
with August Alsina
(inset) on her talk
show in July 2020.
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“I love Chris Rock. I don’t
think he would’ve made that
joke had he known what Jada
recently shared,” the rapper
tweeted. “You just got to
witness in real time what
happens in a man’s soul when
he looks over to the woman he
loves & sees her holding back
tears from a ‘little joke’ at her
expense. This is what any &
every real man feels in that
instant. while y’all seeing the
joke he’s seeing her pain.”

Maria Shriver
“We should never get to a
place where we sit and watch
a movie star hit someone on
global television then,
moments later, get
a standing ovation
while talking
about love,”
Shriver
shared.
w their marital problems.
with
““Anyone will tell you their [rellationship] has been one hell of
a roller coaster at times,” says
the second insider. “They insist
they don’t have an open marriage, and it stings for them
to have it described that way.”
The insider says trust has
been a big sticking point. “For
years, they turned a blind eye
to each other’s flirting and
indiscretions. Will has been
very open about how their
views differ when it comes

Hollywood is divided over the headline-making incident

Rosie O’Donnell
“So upsetting — on every level,”
O’Donnell wrote on Twitter, adding, “bravo to Chris Rock
— for not eviscerating
will smith — which he
could do any day of
the week — he
walked away — bravo
from a sad display of
toxic masculinity from a
narcissistic madman.”

Jameela Jamil
“Will Smith said ‘Not
Today.’ A man big enough
to absolutely floor him,
slapped him softly enough
that Chris barely moved,
because he made fun of his
wife’s alopecia on a world
stage. Don’t say #protectBlackwomen for two years
and then only condemn
Will here. Come on…” the
Good Place alum shared.

Judd Apatow
In a since-deleted tweet
tweet, th
the
director wrote: “He could
have killed him. That’s pure
out-of-control rage and vio-lence. They’ve heard a million
n
jokes about them in the lastt
three decades. They are not
freshman in the world of
Hollywood and comedy.
He lost his mind.”

Tiiffany Haddish
“I think
hi k Chris
Ch is was messy,” Haddish told the Los Angeles Times.
“That’s what every woman wants,
right? [Jada] was hurt. And he
protected his wife. And that’s
what a man is supposed to do.”
to fidelity,” spills the insider. “[But]
they’re both proud to have hung in
there and stayed the course.”

UNDER FIRE
The pair thought they’d turned a major corner — especially in regards to
their public image. “They’ve worked
so hard to move on from the embarrassment that came with August’s big
reveal and felt they’d really started
to rebuild things,” says the second
insider. Now all eyes are once again
on them. “Jada hates all this negative
attention,” shares the insider, “and

David Spade
“A GI Jane
joke???”
tweeted
Rock’s
good friend.
it pains her to have their past
dredged up again.”
Will’s trying to make it up to her.
“Will feels terrible that he’s embarrassed Jada, and he wants to make
amends to her,” spills the insider,
noting that she’s pushing him to resolve his anger issues. Word is she’s
given him an ultimatum to keep his
cool in the future — or else. “This
situation has put them back to
square one in some ways,” says the
insider. “It’s unfortunate.”
As for Rock, Will took to Instagram to apologize to him the evening

Howard
H
oward Stern
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Stars Take Sides

“This is a sign of
great mental illness
when you can’t control your impulse,”
the shock jock said
on his SiriusXM show.
“Not only that, it was
hardly an insulting joke. It
was not even a good joke.
The joke, quite frankly, was
beneath Chris Rock. It was
a throwaway.”
after the Oscars. According to a
third insider, the comedian — who
declined to press charges — is
“unbothered by the incident. It takes
more than that to shake him up.”

LOOKING AHEAD
If anyone can survive the storm, it’s
Will and Jada. “Therapy has helped
them turn things around from the
brink before, and they are confident it will again,” says the insider.
“They just have to ride it out and
stick together as a family, like they

always have.”
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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ISLAND HOPPING

William
& Kate’s

e
d
r
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“They loved getting
to know the locals
in Belize and trying
the cuisine,” says an
insider. “Kate loves
spicy food, so it was
right up her alley.”

The royal couple kept busy during
their eight-day trip to the Caribbean

P
BELIZE

Kate proved she’s up
for anything while
drinking rainwater from
a vine in the jungle.
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The duchess
wowed in a
custom pink
dress from The
Vampire’s Wife
at a farewell
dinner.

The duo
departed
Belize for
Jamaica on
March 22.

rince William and
Kate Middleton
were clearly mixing
business with pleasure during their recent
tour of the Caribbean to
honor Queen Elizabeth
II’s Platinum Jubilee. (The
monarch is celebrating a
milestone 70 years on the
throne.) It was the couple’s
first official overseas
excursion since the start
of the pandemic, and they
made the most of it (their
children, Prince George,
8, Princess Charlotte, 6,
and 3-year-old Prince
Louis, stayed home in the
U.K.) — dancing with
locals and scuba diving in
Belize, playing the drums
in Jamaica’s legendary
Trench Town and wrapping things up with a stay
at the luxe resort The Cove
at Atlantis on Paradise

Island in the Bahamas.
Despite some political
friction — there were
protests calling for reparations for slavery — a
source says William, 39,
and Kate, 40, enjoyed
themselves immensely.
“They got some one-onone time with each other,
which is a rarity for them,
and they loved being able
to reconnect,” the source
tells Us, noting that the
pair even squeezed in
several romantic dinners
alone together. “They
haven’t traveled without
the kids in ages, so it was
a real treat for them.” A
second insider adds that
while the Cambridges
spoke to their children
every day, “they found it
refreshing to have a few
days to enjoy each

other’s company.”
By Jaime Harkin / With reporting
by Travis Cronin & Natalie Posner

“What an
incredible
day at Trench
Town,” the
couple wrote
on Instagram.

William
showed off
his moves
with English
footballer
Raheem
Sterling.
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JAMAICA

On March 23, the Cambridges attended a
formal state dinner hosted by the Governor
General of Jamaica in Kingston.

Good sports!
The pair met
the Jamaican
led
Olympics bobs ed
st
team — and te .
out their gear

Kate — who donned a lacy Alexander
McQueen number — said it was an
“honor” to attend a formal parade
for service members.

Setting sail! “We seem to have
brought the weather with us!”
William joked of the rain.

The Cambridge
s
by Audrey Osw were greeted
el
and Managing l, President
D
Atlantis Paradi irector of
se Island.

The duo visited the
Grand Bahama Children’s
Home, which provides
a safe environment for
about 30 vulnerable kids.

S
THE BAHAMA

The pair
planted a tree
in the Peace
Garden of a
local primary
school.

That’s a wrap!
Kate and Will
waved goodbye
as they departed
on March 26.
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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Meow! Find out how these leading ladies got

Anne
Hathaway
Kravitz said
it “felt good to
see what I was
capable of. I felt
confident —
and I could kick
some ass.”

Zoë Kravitz
Kravitz knew she had
big claws to fill as the
iconic cat burglar. “I
got stronger than I’ve
ever been,” she’s said
of her intense training
process, during which
she exercised for three
hours a day (after being
on set for 12 hours!)
and learned to fight like
a superhero. “I would
be so sore because I
would do drills and kicks
and kicks and kicks for
hours,” explained the
33-year-old star of The
Batman. “Being able
to kick gracefully and
remain balanced while
maintaining the proper
form and having it all
look good on camera —
that was definitely the
biggest thing.”
36
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Gearing up to play
Catwoman in 2012’s The
Dark Knight Rises was a
life-changing experience
for the actress, 39, who
said she came to love
exercise while prepping
for the film. “I’ve always
thought that skinny was
the goal,” she explained,
“but with this job, I also
[had] to be strong.” After
spending five days a week
dancing for 90 minutes,
as well as weightlifting
and practicing martial
arts and yoga, Hathaway
said she became “that
person” who “really
likes” to work up a sweat.
These days, she notes her
routine is consistent but
not punishing: “I try to
make it to yoga three or
four times a week.”

While filming,
the star stuck
to an almostvegan, antiinflammatory
diet (but ate a
satisfying dessert
every day!).

PURR-FECT

into butt-kicking shape to play Catwoman on the big screen

Michelle
Pfeiffer
To pull off her sexy,
slinky turn in 1992’s
Batman Returns,
Pfeiffer did months of
gymnastics, kickboxing
and yoga — plus, she
learned how to use a
bullwhip like a pro! (Director Tim Burton once
said she was “better
than her stunt people.”)
Thirty years later, the
actress, 63, remains in
killer condition (and can
still use the whip, as
demonstrated in a 2019
Instagram video), eating
a paleo-inspired diet and
hitting the treadmill for
early-morning workouts.
“It’s simple,” she’s said
of her wellness philosophy. “Eat well, exercise
and get lots of sleep.”

FROM LEFT: JONATHAN OLLEY/WARNER BROS; JAMES VEYSEY/BAFTA/SHUTTERSTOCK; EVAN AGOSTINI/INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; WARNER BROS PICTURES/KOBAL/SHUTTERSTOCK; JORDAN STRAUSS/
INVISION/AP/SHUTTERSTOCK; DOANE GREGORY/WARNER BROS/DC COMICS/KOBAL/SHUTTERSTOCK; WARNER BROS/DC COMICS/KOBAL/SHUTTERSTOCK; DOUG PETERS/PA IMAGES/INSTARIMAGES

“Sunday is always
rest day,” Berry’s
trainer Peter Lee
Thomas has said. “It’s
important to recover
and to have a little
wiggle room for fun.”

Halle Berry
According to Berry, just
wearing the skintight suit
for 2004’s Catwoman
was enough to make
her feel superhuman.
“It made me act and
feel empowered,” she’s
said. “It was fun.” The
star, 55 — who follows
a low-carb, high-protein
keto diet and practices
intermittent fasting
— mastered the art of
capoeira for the role,
which she still incorporates into her 90-minute
sweat sessions with
trainer Peter Lee
Thomas. “Our routine is
70 percent boxing, martial arts, and strength
and conditioning,” he
shared, “while the rest
is sports performance
training with kettlebells,
sandbags and weights.”
By Jaime Harkin

The former vegan —
who does yoga and
Pilates — eats lots
of lean meats, fruits,
fish, vegetables,
nuts and seeds.

USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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A FEAST FOR

No need to fiish
forr compliments
compliments:
s:
Jamie Oliver’s
Stuffed Salmon will have
everyone talking about thee
main course. “What I like
about this recipe is that the
method, which is incredibly
easy to follow, elevates the
salmon to a new level,” says
the chef, whose cookbook
Together: Memorable Meals
Made Easy shares time-saving options and twists on
classics. “It makes a real
event of this incredible fish
and, while it cooks, the
flavors all mix and mingle
together, amplifying utter
deliciousness.” Another pro
tip from the Naked Chef
alum? For the vegetarians
at your table, lose the
anchovies and swap out
the salmon for portobello
mushrooms. All that’s left
to do is sit and wait for the
inevitable kudos to roll in.
38
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EASTER!
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Stuffed Salmon
SERVES 8

INGREDIENTS

1 heaping tbsp baby capers in
brine
10 anchovy fillets in oil
2 sprigs of rosemary
10 mixed-color olives
1 fresh red chili
1 lemon
2 tbsp olive oil
2½ lbs side of salmon, skin on,
pin-boned
INSTRUCTIONS
1 GET AHEAD You

can prep this
on the day, if you prefer. Put
the capers into a small bowl,
then tear in the anchovies and
strip in the rosemary leaves.
Squash and pit the olives, tearing the flesh into the bowl, then
finely slice and add the chili.
Finely grate over the lemon
zest, squeeze in the juice, add
the olive oil and mix well. Cover
and refrigerate overnight.
2 ON THE DAY [If not prepping
ahead] Place the salmon skinside down in the middle of your
largest roasting pan and use
the tip of a small sharp knife to
make deep cuts into the flesh
at 1¼-inch intervals. Now stuff
each cut, using the knife to help
you. I start by dividing up the
olives and anchovies, then add
the rosemary, chili and capers.
Take your time and enjoy the
process. Sprinkle any excess
around the salmon.
3 TO SERVE Preheat the oven
to 350 degrees. Roast the
salmon at the bottom of the
oven for 20 minutes. Let it rest
for 10 minutes, then serve.

Eager to impress while hosting
this year’s holiday shindig?
These delicious recipes will
have guests dishing out praise
BY LEANNE ACIZ STANTON

Fair
warning:
Serving
Barefoot Contessa
Ina Garten’s Parmesan Roasted
Asparagus as a side
may steal the show.
Bonus? It’s foolproof!
“Roasting vegetables
is the easiest and
most flavorful way
to cook them,” the
star of Be My Guest
With Ina Garten —
airing now on Food
Network — tells Us.
“As long as I have
that basic recipe, I
can go to the market
or farm stand and
buy whatever’s in
season and roast
it.... no sweat!”

Parmesan Roasted Asparagus
SERVES 6

INGREDIENTS

2½ lbs fresh asparagus (about 30
large)
2 tbsp good olive oil
½ tsp kosher salt
¼ tsp freshly ground black pepper
½ cup freshly grated Parmesan
2 lemons cut in wedges, for serving
INSTRUCTIONS
1 Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.

If the stalks of the asparagus
are thick, peel the bottom half of
each. Lay them in a single layer on
a sheet pan and drizzle with the
olive oil. Sprinkle with the salt and
pepper. Roast for 15 to 20 minutes,
until tender. Sprinkle with the
unt
Parmesan and return to the oven
Parm
for aanother minute. Serve with the
lemon wedges.
lemo
2
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DARING
DENIM
ASHLEY
ROBERTS
in Olivia Rubin

Splash into the jean pool! From patchwork
prints to brave bralettes, stars are
rocking statement styles this spring
ELLA
EMHOFF
in Miu Miu

EMILIA
JONES
in Louis
Vuitton

DUA LIPA
in Diesel

TOMMY
DORFMAN
in Lanvin x
DC Comics

VANESSA
HUDGENS
in Miu Miu
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By Marisa Petrarca

CIARA
in Mugler

the LOOK
GET
Shop these jean-ius takes on the
trend for every budget and body

H&M Denim Bucket
Hat, $13, hm.com

CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: KRISTIN CALLAHAN/SHUTTERSTOCK; BERETTA/SIMS/SHUTTERSTOCK; ERIC CHARBONNEAU/SHUTTERSTOCK; ROGER WONG/INSTARIMAGES.COM;
DAVID FISHER/SHUTTERSTOCK; COURTESY OF @LEGENDARYSHOTS.P/INSTAGRAM; JEAN-MARC HAEDRICH/SIPA/SHUTTERSTOCK; J M HAEDRICH/SIPA/SHUTTERSTOCK

AREA Crystal
Heart Denim
Jacket, $780,
area.nyc

Diesel D-Gellert
Track Denim
Joggjeans
Bodysuit, $225,
diesel.com

Coperni
Swipe Denim
Top Handle
Bag, $640,
us.coperniparis
.com

Zara Denim
Halter Neck
Dress, $46,
zara.com

Midheaven
Denim x Cynthia
Rowley Indigo
Stripe Wide-Leg
Jeans, $268,
midheavendenim
.com

JOURDAN
DUNN
in Y/Project
jeans

JULIA FOX
in Schiaparelli

DSquared2 Patchwork Denim
Mini Skirt, $665, farfetch.com
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Ready To Ride
Yellow
Yellowstone’s
wstone’ss Jefferson White
sounds off on the drama to Us
efferson White cemented
his place as a Yellowstone fan
favorite ever since his character, Jimmy Hurdstrom,
stepped foot onto Dutton
Ranch in the series’ first season. The
actor opens up about Jimmy’s next
chapter (spoiler alert!) to Us.
Q: We last saw Jimmy riding off
into the sunset with Emily. Is that
the last glimpse of him?
Jimmy’s in season 5. I’m really excited that his journey continues, and
I have no idea where it leads.
Q: How are you similar to Jimmy?
When I started Yellowstone, I had
never touched a horse in my life.
So, in the same way that Jimmy is
desperately trying to keep up when
he starts working at Dutton Ranch,
that was similar to my experience
on the show. I had the least experience of anyone on set. [Like]
Jimmy’s been learning from Rip,
Lloyd and John, I’ve been learning
from [costars] Cole Hauser, Forrie
J. Smith and Kevin Costner. We’re
both committed to trying to learn
from the geniuses around us.
Q: How do you feel about Jimmy
going back to Texas and leaving
Yellowstone? Is he done for good?
It’s a real moment where, for the
first time in his life, he’s given the
opportunity to actually make his
own decision. I think that’s a beautiful thing.

J
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Yellowstone
season 4 is now
available on Bluray and DVD.

MOVIES
NETFLIX 4/1

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT NETWORK; NETFLIX; ILANA PANICH-LINSMAN/NETFLIX; MICHAEL SCHWARTZ/CBS ENTERTAINMENT; WWE; LAURA RADFORD/NETFLIX

Apollo 10½: A Space
Age Childhood
From Dazed and Confused to Boyhood,
writer/director Richard Linklater is
a master at capturing the emotional
wonders of time gone by. Now he
literally illustrates his own childhood
memories in a sweet story set in Texas
in 1969. (Fun fact: He shot the action
live and then animated it.) Narrated by
Jack Black, the film tells the story of
a kid named Stan obsessed with the
upcoming Apollo 11 launch to the moon.
He fantasizes that NASA scientists
(Zachary Levi and Glen Powell) recruit
him to test a top-secret mission to
make sure the launch is good to go. The
fantasy is amusing and all, but true to
Linklater’s strengths, the love is in the
details. Even if you were born decades
later, it’s impossible not to empathize
with Stan’s endearing tales. 3D glasses
aren’t necessary; rose-colored ones will
MARA REINSTEIN
do just fine.

TELEVISION
TUESDAY 4/5

ON THIS W EEK
SUNDAY 4/3
FRIDAY 4/1

64TH ANNUAL GRAMMY
AWARDS

Judd Apatow’s comedy, starring Leslie Mann and Pedro
Pascal, follows a group of
actors isolating in a pandemic
bubble while filming a dinosaur
franchise sequel. (Netflix)

Trevor Noah returns as master
of ceremonies to host the
biggest night in music, where
Brandi Carlile, Billie Eilish,
BTS and more perform live
from the MGM Grand Garden
Arena. (CBS, 8 P.M.)

THE BUBBLE

FRIDAY 4/1

THE OUTLAWS
In this comedy, a group of
wrongdoers with different
backgrounds join forces when
one of their peers gets caught
up in organized crime. Stephen
Merchant and Christopher
Walken star. (Prime Video)
By Leanne Aciz Stanton

SATURDAY 4/2

WRESTLEMANIA 38
The two-day WWE event
kicks off with Ronda Rousey
taking on Charlotte Flair for
the SmackDown Women’s
Championship, followed by
Roman Reigns challenging
Brock Lesnar in a Winner Take
All Championship Unification on
Sunday, 4/3. (Peacock, 8 P.M.)

TONY HAWK: UNTIL THE
WHEELS FALL OFF
The most famous skateboarder
of all time reflects on his humble beginnings, legendary career
and wide-ranging influence on
the sport in this new documentary. (HBO, 9 P.M.)

WEDNESDAY 4/6

THE ULTIMATUM

Love Is Blind’s Nick and Vanessa
Lachey host this new reality
series where six couples put their
relationships to the test to decide
whether they should commit for
good or move on. (Netflix)
USM AG A ZI N E.COM
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ADVERTISEMENT

BIOLOGIST’S “LOVE POTION”

unscented cosmetic
fragrance additives
boost your attractiveness
Dr. Winnifred Cutler,
biologist, discoverer of
human pheromones
created Athena
Pheromone 10:13 for
Women $98.50, 10X
for men $99.50. Worn
daily lasts 4-6 months

Turquoise — the original fashion icon —
comes full circle for an amazing price.

S

he’s been around for
thousands of years,
but she’s never gone
out of fashion. We’re
7 carats of
talking turquoise,
genuine
turquoise
one of the world’s
most
ancient
gems. Egyptian
queens adorned
themselves with
turquoise jewelry more
A.
than 3,000 years ago. And
the blue beauty is even more
coveted now than she was a millennia ago.

INCREASE AFFECTION
“I love it! It brings all the fireworks.”
-Ann (TX)
“My wife likes me better when I wear
10X. It just works! She wants to be
with me”
-Ken (WA)

athenainstitute.com ◆ 610.827.2200

FREE $2 Bill!

ONLY $79

USM

Based on an 1818 painting that depicts John Adams,
Thomas Jefferson and Ben Franklin presenting a draft of
the Declaration of Independence

Get a Rarely Seen Uncirculated
$2 Federal Reserve Note FREE!

Dept. 5YD422

Special Offer for New Customers Only Ages 18+

✓
❏YES!
Please send me the following:
QTY DESCRIPTION
1

©2022 LCC, Inc.

Get a seldom-seen $2 bill in
Uncirculated condition FREE!
Depicting Thomas Jefferson on
the face and the famous painting
on the
back, $2 notes make up less than
These exciting $2 bills...
• Depict Thomas Jefferson,
1% of all paper money issued by
author of the Declaration
the Federal Reserve. And if you
of Independence and 3rd
find one in circulation, it won’t be
U.S. president, on both
face and back
in this new condition!
• Make up less than 1%
Order Within 15 Days to
of all U.S. currency
Receive Your $2 Note FREE –
notes printed
Plus FREE Shipping!
• Are rarely found in circulation
Why are we offering such a great
deal? Because we’re so sure you’ll like this FREE $2 Note that
you’ll enjoy receiving other popular coins to preview in your home.
You’ll receive a handpicked trial selection of fascinating coins from
our No-Obligation Coins-on-Approval Service, from which you
may purchase any or none of the coins – return balance in 15 days
– with option to cancel at any time. To receive your FREE
$2 Federal Reserve Note, mail attached coupon now.

Mail coupon today! For Faster Service
Visit: LittletonCoin.com/Specials ✁

PRICE

$2 Note (limit 1)

Name ___________________________________

Address_______________________ Apt # ______

FREE!

Shipping

FREE!

TOTAL

FREE!

ORDERS MUST BE
RECEIVED WITHIN 15 DAYS

B.

3,000-Year-Old
Beauty Secret
Revealed

City ________________ State ______ Zip _______
E-Mail ___________________________________
Mail to:

Dept. 5YD422
1309 Mt. Eustis Road
Littleton NH 03561-3737

The Timeless Turquoise Pendant — a stylish circle
formed from seven total carats of natural turquoise
and exquisite sterling silver metalwork. Just
because turquoise is timeless, doesn’t mean supplies
of it will last forever. Turquoise is only found a few
places on Earth and it requires a delicate balance of
minerals and water to achieve its gorgeous range of
blues. There are very few turquoise mines left, and
then, less than 5% of turquoise mined worldwide
is of jewelry condition,
making it rarer to come by
than even diamonds.
100%
Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Try the
C.
Timeless Turquoise Pendant
for 30 days. If it fails to
delight, just send it back for a refund of the item
price. These are handcrafted artisan pieces, and we
only have so many. Call today.
Jewelry Specifications:
• Natural turquoise in .925 sterling silver settings
Timeless Turquoise Collection
A. Pendant (7 ctw) $299†
$79+s&p Save $220
B. 18" 3-Strand Sterling Silver Cable Chain $79+s&p
Pendant & Chain $378†
$99+s&p Save $279
C. Earrings (14 ctw) $399†
$129+s&p Save $270
Pendant, Chain & Earrings $777 only $199+s&p Best Value!
† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the
price on Stauer.com without your offer code.
Call now and mention the offer code to receive your collection.

1-800-333-2045
Offer Code TTC238-01
You must use the offer code to get our special price.

Stauer

®

14101 Southcross Drive W., Ste 155, Dept. TTC238-01,
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

Sta ue r… Afford th e Extra o rd in ary.®

HEALTHY & THICK HAIR

Advertisement

DON’T PANIC!
- How Apples Can Help
Your Hair
Is your hair looking dull? Does it fall out easily when you
brush, wash or treat it? Then it may be time to nourish
your hair follicles from the inside with apple extract, and
the hair vitamin biotin.

H

air VolumeTM is an award winning and clinically
proven hair supplement from Sweden, providing
vital hair nutrients to the hair follicles, from where the
hair grows.
Hair Volume contains a patented apple extract with a
growth factor called procyanidin B2. In combination
with millet, silica, and biotin, these ingredients help promote full, beautiful and
healthy hair.

CUSTOMER WEB REVIEWS

I couldn’t be happier!
I began taking Hair Volume because my hair was
coming out by the handful every time I shampooed
or even brushed it. Within a couple of weeks I could
see a significant improvement. The hair loss has
virtually stopped and my volume had increased. I
couldn’t be happier with this product.

I am thrilled!
I love Hair Volume. I have used it for around 1-1/2
years. My hair has more volume and I am thrilled
with the results. Thank you New Nordic for a great
product.

Amazing product
This is amazing and I never write product
reviews. Two weeks in and I am no longer pulling
clumps of hair from my head or vaccuming my
bathroom floor everyday. My nails are even growing
quickly! Even if hair regrowth doesn’t happen, I am
so happy that the shedding has stopped so quickly.
Results may vary. Please read the information on the box to determine if this product is right for you. This product is
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

FASHI
F
HI NP
L.A.,
March 19

NYC,
March 15

Pasadena,
Calif.,
March 15

ELSA
HOSK

ANNMARGRET

LAWRENCE > Is she
wearing Wreck-It
Ralph Lauren?
THOMPSON > This
look is about as
hot as that coffee.
HENRY > Bieber
wore it better
in 2016.

REBEL > It’s nice

CATHERINE
COHEN

she can just wrap
the couch around
her and leave.
AARONS > Well,
that’s the nicest
straitjacket I’ve
ever seen.
KEMBLE > That
dress is clearly
imprisoning her.

FLORES > A
feathered flop.
MCCLAIN > She
obviously has
something up her
sleeve.
HENRY > You
should see her
Swiffer pantsuit.

TOP
COPS
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RICKY REBEL

WENDI AARONS

recording artist,
rickyrebelrocks.com

writer,
wendiaarons.com
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STEVE KEMBLE
CBS Radio

REMBRANDT FLORES

JOHN McCLAIN

founder, EFG PR,
@rembrandt

John McClain Design —
Interior Designer, Los Angeles

ANDREA HENRY
stand-up comic

COOPER LAWRENCE

WOODY THOMPSON

radio personality,
cooperlawrence.com

owner,
Eyeboogie, Inc.

FROM LEFT: AFF-USA/SHUTTERSTOCK; DAVE ALLOCCA/STARPIX/SHUTTERSTOCK; SNORLAX/MEGA;
STEVE COHN/SHUTTERSTOCK; MEGA; IMAGE PRESS AGENCY/NURPHOTO/SHUTTERSTOCK

LI E

WHEN BAD CLOTHES
HAPPEN TO GOOD PEOPLE

L.A.,
March 15

Miami,
March 19

L.A.,
March 15

KIM
KARDASHIAN
THOMPSON > She’s

doing great band
work.
SCIUTTO >

ZOEY
DEUTCH
SCIUTTO > Is that
dress a Freudian
slip?
BERNHOLTZ > A
sheer disaster.
LAWRENCE > Is
she worried about
mosquitos?

NELLIE SCIUTTO
actor/CBS11 correspondent

ANDREA BERNHOLTZ
fashion director,
swiminista.com

BERNHOLTZ >

OLIVIA
JADE

Didn’t your mother
tell you to bring a
sweater?

MCCLAIN > Is there
a tailor in the Full
House?

Pepto-dismal.
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THOMPSON >

A semiformal
cargo-kini.
BERNHOLTZ > Not

sure where she
got her “influence”
from!

RANK THESE STYLE OFFENDERS
AT USMAGAZINE.COM
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“Blackbird” and “Here,
There and Everywhere.”

THINNGS YOU DON’T
KNOW ABOUT ME
BY

Jesse McCartney

The actor, singer and songwriter
belts out his personall facts to Us!

2. My proudest moment was
watching my wife, Katie, walk
down the aisle [last October].
3. [We] still haven’t taken
our honeymoon. We’ve narrowed it down to four places:
Indonesia, Argentina, Croatia
or Greece. We’re all over the
map!
4. One time, my parents took
me to the theater to see a
movie, but it was sold out,
so they bought tickets to
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective,
thinking it was a kids’ flick. I
memorized all of the dialogue
and would recite it to my
second-grade
teachers. The
parent-teacher
conferences must
have been fun!
5. I love dogs.

6.

My wife’s family
sells all the flowers at
Costco. It has inspired
me to get good at
arranging flowers.

McCartney’s
New Stage
tour kicks off
May 3! Tickets
are available at
jessemccartney
.com

7. I was a bit quiet and serious as a child. My extroverted
nature developed as I got
older.
8. My favorite way to spend a
weekend is building memories
around a new activity or
bingeing a show.
9. I love jumping rope and lifting weights to stay in shape.
10. I hate when people forget
to use their turn signal.
11. The passage of time scares
me.

12.
My
weakness is
baked goods. I’m
like Paul Rudd in
This Is 40, eating
a cupcake over
the garbage can.
48
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16.
I love sushi, but
there’s nothing better
than a large cheese pizza
and a bottle of red wine.
17. I am currently bingeing the
entire Shark Tank series.
18. I always order a large buttered popcorn at the movies.
But the kicker is that I drive to
a movie theater that’s seven
miles farther than the closest
one simply because they have
the slushie machine.
19. I mostly drink coffee in the
morning. Sometimes, tea.
20. I like black licorice.
21. I hate sand in my toes.
22. My favorite app is
Postmates.

23.
My
most-used
emoji is the
thumbs up.
24. I think social media has
limited people’s comprehensive thinking and writing,
particularly for our youth.
People read 280 characters
and are suddenly an expert in
a topic. It makes for a lot of
uninformed people, which is
frustrating.
25. I’m an amateur pitmaster.
I can pretty much smoke
anything on my smoker!

CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: SHUTTERSTOCK/RUTH BLACK; RIVER/MEGA; SHUTTERSTOCK/STEPHANIE FREY; DAVID
MAGNUS/SHUTTERSTOCK; SHUTTERSTOCK/FREESKYLINE; SHUTTERSTOCK/YETI STUDIO; SHUTTERSTOCK/JOSEPPERIANES

11.
I llove
ve the Beatles,
Beatles
especially the songs

1 My first paid job was at
13.
aage 9, when I performed in
a national Broadway touring
company of The King and I. I
played the role of Louis.
14. My father used to make
me cut the grass with a
stand-up lawn mower on a
half acre of land when I was 8.
He didn’t want show business
going to my head.
15. I remember seeing Billy
Joel play at MSG when I was a
kid and thinking, “I’m going to
do that someday.”

Collagen isn’t just a beauty buzzword. It’s a protein responsible
for healthy joints and skin elasticity, found in bones, muscles, and
blood, but it’s the skin where collagen is really at play. Collagen
makes about 75% of the dry weight of your skin, giving youthful
plumpness, while warding away lines. As we age, collagen
decreases, but that doesn’t mean your skin has to suffer. From daily
supplements to a morning latte, there are multiple ways to add
collagen and antioxidants into your health and wellness routine.

TIPS ON HOW TO GET YOUR COLLAGEN
1.

Increase effectiveness with a powerful blend of Hydrolyzed
Collagen Peptides, Hyaluronic Acid and 5000mcgs of Biotin.
Try Performance Inspired’s Collagen Supplements.

2.

Add it to your morning routine with your cup of coffee.
Try STRONG Coffee’s Sunrise Matcha.

3.

Supplement with potent antioxidants that help prevent
free radical damage which can lead to premature
aging of cells. Try Health thru Nutrition’s Resveratrol
supplements.

4.

Stimulate hair growth, strong nails, and collagen
production with powerful ingredients like Vegan Algae
Omega 3 with Biotin. Try iwi Beauty supplements.

S U P P L E M E NTS YO U N E E D N OW

Performance Inspired
Beauty Support
Collagen & Vitamins

STRONG Coffee
Matcha Latte

Health thru Nutrition
Resveratrol

iwi Beauty
(made from algae)

FEEL
WHAT’S
REAL
Real Nourished Hair. Real Avocado
Certiﬁed by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
© 2022 The Procter & Gamble Company

